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BEWARE: THERE'S A CHAMELEON IN

TOWN

Have you heard of the Hollywood Con-Queen? 

Well, she, or should we say he has been scamming people

in the film industry for years now, The fist scam dating back

back to 2013. It sounds bizzare that a scam of this nature

has been around for so many years without being shut

down, but this person is a psychopathic genius and has had

the FBI running round in circles.

The way it works is, this single mastermind, being a very

confident impersonator makes contact, posing as various

respected Hollywood executives male and female. Contact

is always only via email or WhatsApp, never video call. He

offers day players in various departments the job of a

lifetime, promising makeup artists, trainers, actors etc

prestige and a generous paycheck. Being a master of

impersonation and having done razor-sharp research on the

person he is impersonating and the victim, he convinces the

victim to fly to Jakarta or Indonesia where, he insists, their

big break awaits. After a lot of run-around and dwindling

promises, the victim catches on, but by then it’s 

F I r s t  l o o k  a t  D a v i d
T e n n a n t  i n  " A r o u n d  t h e
W o r l d  i n  8 0  D a y s "

T h e  W a t c h  T r a i l e r

W h e r e  i n  t h e  W o r l d  H a s
P r o d u c t i o n  R e s u m e d ?

N e w  S h o r t  F i l m s :  C a l l  o f
D u t y :  F a n  M a d e  &  B l a c k
M a r k e t  B r a w l

s i d e s



something was off. He then
contacted the FBI who were well
aware of the Con Queen and
have been since 2013, but
actively working the case since
2019, due to many high profile
execs being impersonated and
scammed.

The FBI case handler has asked
for anyone who has been
contacted in this way to come
forward, please inform SASA if
this is the case and we will assist
with getting in touch.

Keep our industry safe and sane,
spread the word!

too late and many are left

broke and on the brink of a

mental breakdown once this

realization hits.

Sometimes, there is no trip and

he simply strings them along

with this dream offer for

months, sometimes spending

hours a day on the phone, his

intent being pure psychopathic

enjoyment.

Brilliant right, what’s not to

believe? I mean this is how

Hollywood works isn't it? A few

names come to mind, Charlize

Theron, Sylvester Stalone,

Meryl Streep and the list goes

on.

Recently he has been actively

scamming SA Actors,

stuntmen, casting agents etc.

One of our own Board

members, Paul Hampshire

being one. He was roped in by

the Con Queen impersonating

a director that he had

previously work for with the

offer of work. He knew a crazy

amount of accurate

information about Paul and had

even been referred to Paul by a

fellow colleague.

A few months down after a tip-

off from a colleague, he

immediately looked into it and

although all still seemed legit, 
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APPLE
PODBEAN
SPOTIFY

Vanity Fair
Daily Mail
Marie Claire

For more info and if you’d like to
listen to an incredibly well done
and entertaining podcast:

Go have a listen here (click for
links):

Links to articles:

https://podcasts.apple.com/za/podcast/chameleon-hollywood-con-queen/id1532225667
https://www.podbean.com/ei/dir-xhftc-bc0cce3
https://open.spotify.com/show/3VjjICIKCIRfovUt7YN1D8?si=szmY8zj8Q3S4swrasjJz-g
https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2020/10/hear-the-notorious-hollywood-con-queen-caught-in-the-phone-scam-act
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-8819337/Make-artist-reveals-fell-prey-notorious-Hollywood-Queen-posing-film-producer.html
https://www.marieclaire.com/culture/a30992762/hollywood-con-queen-nicoletta-kotsianas-investigator-fbi/


 Watch, and the larger Discworld
series deserved a more faithful
adaptation. Executive producer
Richard Stokes spoke to this in
the panel on October 9, 2020.
“The books are incredible,” he said,
“but what was very clear from the
early part of development was that
none of the books individually lend
themselves to an eight-part
series… so we had to do a sort of
pick-and-mix of the best bits across
the range of books and invent our
own series, invent our own world"

Showrunner Simon Allen is the
inventor in question. “With
events in our own world making
the insanity of Discworld seem
outrageously familiar, there
couldn’t be a better time to bring
Terry’s fun, fire, and fury back to
the small screen or a better place
than BBC America,” he said when
The Watch was originally
greenlit. “The Watch is a distinctly
British but defiantly global,
exhilarating thriller that is
disruptive in its approach to the
fantasy genre and also big on the
themes of mortality, inclusion,
alternative facts and justice.”

The panel also revealed January
2021 as The Watch release date,
without being more specific than
that. Stay tuned for more news
as it becomes available.

CLICK HERE for link to Trailer

expert Cheery (Jo Eaton-Kent),
the dictatorial Lord Vetinari
(Anna Chancellor), and
Pratchett’s iconic
personification of Death voiced
by Wendell Pierce.

The Watch is described as a
character-drive, punk rock
thriller which will follow the City
Watch “as they fight to save a
ramshackle city of normalized
wrongness, from both the past
and future in a perilous quest.” In
the NYCC panel, cast and crew
spoke of the guards having to
adjust their views of justice in a
city full of assassins, thieves, and
a city leadership indifferent to
crime. Although the trailer
below doesn’t reveal much, it’s
clear that Captain Vimes and his
regiment are often left to their
own devices.

Set to play out over eight
episodes next year and written
by Life on Mars’ Ashley Pharoah
among others, Around the
World in 80 Days began filming
in February and was expected to
be delayed by the coronavirus
pandemic and subsequent
halting of most TV production
around the world.

The Watch has met with some
skepticism from fans of the
Pratchett novels who feel the
city of Ankh-Morpork, its City

Source : By Michael Ahr|October 9, 2020

Make no mistake: The Watch is

inspired by Terry Pratchett’s

Discworld offshoot series, The

City Watch, but the BBC

America series is very much its

own animal, much the way Dirk

Gently’s Holistic Detective

Agency took its own direction

from Douglas Adams’ novel on

the same network. However, if

the trailer coming out of New

York Comic-Con’s virtual panel

is any indication, there’s plenty

of chaotic fun to be had in this

version of the story.

The eight episodes of The

Watch‘s inaugural season will

follow recognizable characters

such as City Watch Captain

Sam Vimes (Richard Dormer),

the last scion of nobility Lady

Sybil Ramkin (Lara Rossi), the

naïve but heroic Carrot (Adam

Hugill), the mysterious Angua

(Marama Corlett), the

ingenious non-binary forensics 

The Watch Trailer: A

Punk Rock Take on

Discworld
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymQMJDmhu70&feature=emb_logo&fbclid=IwAR3OzBAeb3P85q8oel8_4jh1OQnC3cQw5nj4kPU87A1HyWxobvOSUqhpWdo


as sidekick Passepartout and

Leonie Benesch as Abigail Fix (a

journalist who joins the voyage

to chronicle the experience),

and all three can be seen in the

teaser image above.

“The clock is ticking,” a
statement from the production

team said. “Join Phileas Fogg
(David Tennant), Passepartout
(Ibrahim Koma) and Abigail Fix
(Leonie Benesch) on their journey
Around the World in 80 Days –
coming to screens 2021.”

Set to play out over eight

episodes next year and written

by Life on Mars’ Ashley

Pharoah among others, Around

the World in 80 Days began

filming in February and was

expected to be delayed by the

coronavirus pandemic and

subsequent halting of most TV

production around the world.

The Watch has met with some

skepticism from fans of the

Pratchett novels who feel the

city of Ankh-Morpork, its City

However, it now seems the

series is back on track, even if

fans have to wait rather longer

than 80 Days to see Tennant in

something a little bit more

uplifting and cheerful. Unless,

of course, you just fancied

checking out some of his old

Doctor Who episodes as a

palate cleanser.

Around the World in 80 Days

comes to the BBC in 2021.
Source :  Huw Fullerton Wednesday, 16th
September 2020

If you’re struggling to

separate David Tennant’s

chilling turn as serial killer

Dennis Nilsen from his older

roles, then you may be in luck

– because the Des star’s next

project looks to be a rather

more upbeat adventure.

In Around the World in 80

Days, adapted from Jules

Verne’s classic novel of the

same name, Tennant will play

legendary adventurer Phileas

Fogg, who has to use a series

of bizarre contraptions and

his own ingenuity to complete

the titular challenge – and in a

first-look image, we can

finally see how Tennant will

look in the central role.

Tennant will be joined in the

BBC series by Ibrahim Koma 

First look at David

Tennant in Around

the World in 80 Days
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TV drove the numbers in
production, where the number
of series available in the U.S.
doubled between 2011 and
2019 from 266 titles to 532.37,
according to the SPI Global
report. The number of feature
films produced worldwide
increased by 10% between
2014 and 2018, with the biggest
growth in that sector coming
from China, India and South
Korea.

But there’s hope as the virus is
abating in some countries while
the production business in all
these nations has adopted
shooting safety standards, and
in some cases, those protocols
have been in place long enough
to study their success, and make
adjustments.

“Since local film production has
been permitted in South Africa
since the beginning of May under
strict protocol, this early film
activity has given us a good
opportunity to monitor the success
of these protocols,” says
Genevieve Hofmeyr,
producer/managing director of
Moonlighting Films. “We believe
that the protocol structures are
strong and being implemented
with the assistance of strong
health and safety teams and
COVID compliance officers. 
We’ve seen it in the local

By Variety, Sep 9, 2020

The world is still reeling from
the coronavirus, but the
resilient film and TV series
production business has begun
to move forward again in some
locations.

There’s a lot at stake: a recent
report endorsed by the Assn. of
Film Commissioners Intl. shows
that in 2019, global expenditure
on production reached an
estimated $177 billion. The
report notes that high-water
mark would have been
exceeded in 2020 factoring in
rising production volume had
COVID-19 not slowed and in
most cases stopped production
around the world. The report
shows a 70% average decline in
production over the first six
months of 2020.

The Big Restart:

Showbiz Gets Back

to Business With

Caution and New

Protocols
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industry here, but we haven’t yet
embarked on a fully fledged
international production. I think
our first will be in October, crossed
fingers." Moonlighting has
developed a very robust set of
protocols, which comply not
only with the South African
government requirements but
also with [international
guidelines].

“I’ve been amazed at how we’ve
adapted our working style, the
way we communicate. Someone
would have had to fly out here for
locations, or casting, but now we
are able to do that remotely.
There’s been a heightened
consciousness that I’ve seen
throughout the industry of being
more socially aware and people
looking out for one another. I think
it will stick around and really help
us going forward.”

In Spain, which upped its
incentives to attract more
production, it’s been a struggle.
The virus hit the country hard
earlier this year and while it
came out of severe lockdown,
Spain, similar to many other
countries in Europe and Asia,
has seen second-wave cases.

However, updated health and
safety protocols in Spain were
designed with input from 

LATEST NEWS
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industry professionals in an
effort to strike a balance
between the best practices
regarding COVID-19 spread
prevention, and what is practical
on a film set. Once
implemented, laws place the
onus on individual producers to
ensure that production is
executed adhering to the
established legal protocols.

“If the rules are followed correctly,
there shouldn’t be any problems,”
says José Luis Escolar, Madrid-
based boss of Calle Cruzada. His
recent producer credits include
Netflix Original anthology series
“Criminal,” Amazon Prime
Video’s “Tom Clancy’s Jack
Ryan” and an upcoming role as
line producer for Lana
Wachowski on “The Matrix 4,” a
role he previously filled on her
2012 feature “Cloud Atlas.”

“I just shot a series for HBO for six
weeks, July 6 to Aug. 14, with no
problems at all,” he says.
“Industries must adapt to this new
situation, from script to post-
production. It is the only way.
Protocols alone won’t cut it.”

According to Escolar, the
COVID-19 shutdowns proved a
valuable learning opportunity
for those in the Spanish industry 

willing to look for asilver lining.
The key takeaway was realizing
just how important flexibility is
in the industry.

“As a producer you always have to
be ready to change, adapt quickly
and move on,” he says. “Scripts
need to be written with a new
mentality, projects need to be
designed in a new way and sets
need to be managed differently.”

In the U.S., the entertainment
business must look at each
state’s response to COVID —
and even get as granular as the
regulations from cities, counties
and towns — and weigh the
testing capabilities, the extent
of quarantines and a patchwork
of health and safety regulations
because there has been no
coordinated federal response.

The Georgia Film Office was
early with its own guidelines,
and issued a best practices
guide to production on May 22,
a set of regulations developed
with studios and production
companies that maintain a
presence in the busy state.

Lee Thomas, director of the
Georgia Film Office, says: “What
we put out were best practices —
those were kinda baseline
guidelines to help 

people. A lot of that was for the
municipalities that were looking to
open up as well and try to figure
out how to move forward. When
we put out our best practices we
knew that far more stringent
guidelines would be coming from
the unions which of course came a
few weeks after that.

In addition to those two sets of
guidelines, we spent a lot of time
trying to track testing sites and
labs who had availability. Our
stages here have been really
proactive about trying to get ready
for the return of productions.
There’s a lot of new things in
place.”

In June, several big companies
announced their return to the
state, with productions that are
estimated to pump about $2
billion into the Georgia
economy.

“There’s a lot of independent
testing companies here and
productions want to make sure
that they can get tested quickly
and the labs can work quickly to
get results back. “We spend a lot
of our time right now in that
world,” Thomas says.

David Shepheard, director,
Creative Economy and
Vancouver Film Commissioner, 
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Vancouver Economic
Commission, noted in an email,
“While we look forward to working
alongside out-of-town talent and
film workers, the entire industry
takes public health seriously and
ask that out-of-Province visitors
respect and follow all the health
and self-isolation orders
necessary.”

As the U.K. restarts production,
Adrian Wootton, chief
executive of the British Film
Commission, says the challenges
facing production are the same
as pre-COVID but “magnified,”
with pre-planning and
communications identified as
key areas.

One major stumbling block was
removed when the U.K.
government set up a £500
million ($655 million) fund that
would provide COVID
insurance for productions.

This, added to the BFC’s COVID
guidance, and qualified
exemption for U.S. talent and
crew from quarantine, has
opened the gates for huge pent-
up demand. As a result, he
expects to see “90% of U.K.
production restarting on
different timescales.”

“I’m really delighted and proud of
the contribution we’ve made 

because thousands of people have
gone back to work,” he says.

By Variety, Sep 9, 2020

While cameras are yet to roll on

foreign productions lensing in

South Africa — with

international flights into the

country still banned —

production of local soap operas

and drama series got a restart in

May. That’s given the industry

time to test its COVID-19

safety protocols before foreign

productions return to the

country, which is expected to

begin sometime this month.

Safety measures include

COVID-19 screenings and

mandatory mask usage for all

personnel on set; rigorous

social-distancing enforcement;

and regular dialogue with

coronavirus compliance officers 

and health and safety teams.
Leading production services
companies, such as Cape Town’s
Moonlighting Films, have also
bolstered their measures to
conform with the protocols
observed by Hollywood trade
unions, such as SAG and the
DGA.

South Africa offers foreign
productions a 25% rebate on all
qualifying local spend, rising to
30% if some post-production is
done in the country using a
Black-owned company. The
rebate for South African co-
productions starts at 35% on all
qualifying local spend, with an
additional 5% available to
productions that meet certain
requirements for hiring Black
department heads and
procuring from Black-owned
service companies. Both
incentives are capped at 50
million rand ($2.9 million). For
productions that meet the
requirements for the emerging
Black filmmakers incentive, the
rebate rises to 50%. Details can
be found on the Dept. of Trade
and Industry’s website
(thedtic.gov.za).

Filming in and around Cape
Town can be facilitated by
Wesgro (wesgro.co.za), the
official tourism, trade and
investment promotion agency 
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Local Filming Keeps

South Africa Crews

Going During

Pandemic
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of Cape Town and the Western
Cape, and Film Cape Town
(film.investcapetown.com), a joint
initiative between the city
government and the local film
industry.

The Gauteng Film Commission
(gautengfilm.org.za) is the
gateway to filming in South
Africa’s most populous
province, including
Johannesburg. The KwaZulu-
Natal Film Commission
(kznfilm.co.za) oversees
production in Durban and the
coastal region around it.

“I think that post COVID, we will
see more efficiency in terms of
working methodologies such as
smaller, more efficient crews, more
precise planning. And I think that
the demand is going to be there.
Even though there are freelancers
out of work right now, I feel like
that has great potential to turn
around—there could be floodgates
opening. Things are gearing up.
We are getting more and more
calls right now. And if people are
working smarter, one can just
achieve more,” says Genevieve
Hofmeyr, producer/managing
director of Moonlighting Films.

For more information:

35% rebate on all qualifying
local spend, that can rise to 40%
with an addition 5% rebate
available if productions meet
requirements for hiring Black
department heads and
procuring from Black-owned
service companies.

Web: thedtic.gov.za

Facilitators: Wesgro, official
tourism, trade and investment
promotion agency of Cape
Town and the Western Cape

Web: wesgro.co.za

Film Cape Town, a joint
initiative between the city
government and the local film
industry

Web: film.investcapetown.com

Gauteng Film Commission
Web: gautengfilm.org.za

KwaZulu-Natal Film
Commission
Web: kznfilm.co.za
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CANADA:

OPEN FOR BUSINESS?
Before the pandemic hit, Ontario
production was coming off a
record-breaking year ($2.16
billion in direct spending) and was
on track for another; Surrey,
British Columbia, was on pace to
set a record year for film permits
issued; and production budgets in
Quebec had reached more than
$2 billion in the 2018-19 season,
up from $1.78 billion the previous
year. Then, COVID-19 hit and
everything shuttered across the
country, with production only
recently ramping back up across
the board this past month or so.

COVID-19 STATUS
At press time, Canada had
129,000 active COVID-19 cases.
In total, 114,000 have recovered
and there have been 9,129
deaths. According to the Public
Health Agency of Canada, more
than 80% of those deaths have
come through long-term care
homes.
The SAIFF jury is more star-
studded than ever, including
Natasha Thahane (Blood & Water),
Neil Marshall (Game of Thrones,
The Descent), Toya  

Delazy (The Powerpuff Girls),
Academy Award nominee Peter
Baynham (Borat, Hotel)

INSURANCE COVERAGE
Domestic film and TV projects
that had production insurance
in place before the pandemic hit
have been able to proceed with
cautionary measures and
protocols in place. However,
new productions have been
unable to secure such insurance
and have either postponed,
relied on in-house policies (in
the event of large production
houses), or rolled the dice while
adhering to strict policies and
depopulating the set.

Several organizations,
spearheaded by the Canadian
Media Producers Association,
are in talks with the Canadian
government to secure a
CAD$100 million ($76 million)
backstop that would help
safeguard the industry.
Although no policy needs to be
passed in order for this to
happen, former Finance
Minister Bill Morneau stepped
down in mid-August following
pressure from the opposition in
the wake of a charity scandal.
The country’s first female
Finance Minister, Chrystia
Freeland, was named to the
position a day later and the
government was prorogued
until Sept. 23; it is predicted that
 

By Variety, Sep 3, 2020

The coronavirus pandemic

crippled production around the

world across many months,

enforcing an unavoidable hiatus

in business that has wreaked

havoc on film and TV

production schedules. The

summer saw a number of

troubling flare-ups in certain

countries as borders began

reopening, but overall, the

pandemic has stabilized enough

in some nations to allow specific

industries to resume — albeit

very cautiously. Here, Variety’s

international team breaks down

what you need to know about

how film and TV production is

faring in key markets as the

industry slows comes back to

life.

 

Where in the World

Has Production

Resumed?
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Merry Christmas” and “One
Kind of Love.”

ICELAND:

COVID-19 STATUS
Iceland contained the local
wave of COVID-19 infections
and only saw a slight rise of local
transmissions this summer. As
of Sept. 1, there were 5 new
cases of coronavirus infections.

INSURANCE COVERAGE
Local productions are all
covered by insurance policies.

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS
After imposing mandatory two-
week quarantine in the early
stages of the pandemic, the
country started easing travel
restrictions in June. But since
Aug. 19, anyone traveling to
Iceland has to get tested for
COVID-19 upon arrival and
quarantine for 4-5 days before
being tested again.

WHAT’S SHOOTING?
“Chicken Boy”; “Reply to a
Letter by Helga”; “Wolka.” Will
Smith is also reportedly 

Freeland will take some time to

adjust to the new portfolio

before making any major

decisions.

Meanwhile, in Quebec, a fund

has been in place since July 15

and productions are currently

cued up for that safety net. As

one production ends, funds are

freed up and transferred to the

next available production or

productions.

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS
Travel to Canada is on a for-

business basis only, as borders

have remained closed since the

end of March. Anyone coming

into the country is required to

self-isolate for two weeks

before interacting with others,

and depending on the province,

actors entering Canada are

required to obtain a non-

objection letter that will be

granted after production

protocols are approved.

WHAT’S SHOOTING?
“The Good Doctor”; “Van

Helsing”; “Zoey’s Extraordinary

Playlist”; “Riverdale”; “A Million

Little Things”; “The Mighty

Ducks”; “Midnight Mass”; “Lost

in Space”; “Supernatural”;

“Murdoch Mysteries”; “Lady

Dicks”; Movies of the Week

(MOWs) including “Too Close

for Christmas,” “A Bright and 

CHINA:

OPEN FOR BUSINESS?
China was the first country in to
the coronavirus chaos, and the
first one out. Amazingly, China’s
economy is forecast to achieve
positive GDP growth this year,
but recovery is not evenly
spread. Film and TV production
restarted in March, but cinemas
remained closed until late July.
That was enough of a hiatus to
cause new content shortages at
some networks and streamers.

In recent years, there has been a
trend towards using high-profile
overseas crew in certain key
areas (VFX, production design,
etc.) but this is currently
problematic due to international
travel issues. Numerous small
companies have been badly
damaged or collapsed because of
recent changes to the tax codes,
as well as the coronavirus. And,
directed by top-down policies,
there is a growing trend towards
patriotic films celebrating
China’s history, military prowess,
sporting success and social
cohesion. 
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return to their homes and
workplaces in China. Hong Kong
cast and crew have been
reported as exceptions, but
even they cannot escape two
weeks of quarantine.

WHAT’S SHOOTING?
Thriller “Door Lock” started
filming this week; Korean war
film “Jin Gang Chuan” is in post-
production; 40-part Korean war
TV series “Going Across the
Yalu River”; “The Three Body
Problem” (live action); “1921”;
“One Blade of Heaven”; “My
People, My Homeland,” which
was among the first to return to
production post-coronavirus,
and is now in post-production
and gearing up for an Oct. 1
National Day release.

INDIA:

OPEN FOR BUSINESS?
India began shutting down
productions in March. The
country published COVID-19
guidelines at the end of August,
but production remains almost
at a standstill as the world
epicenter of the pandemic is
now in India.

All of these factors are making

co-productions largely

irrelevant, and they suggest

that few foreign films will be

coming to shoot in any of

China’s major studio complexes.

Animation remains the one

bright spot.

COVID-19 STATUS
90,000 confirmed cases across

China, with 4,718 deaths. The

last local infection was Aug. 16.

INSURANCE COVERAGE
Insurance barely applies in the

Western sense. Companies

bear most of the risk

themselves, and it helps if they

are backed by a larger entity.

Completion bonds do not exist

except on foreign-originated

projects. 

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS
Foreigners are only slowly

being allowed to enter China.

Visas were suspended, meaning

that even current visa holders

need to have a letter of

invitation. In recent days,

nationals from 17 Asian

countries and 36 European

countries have been told they

can re-apply. Scheduled flights

from the U.S. have now doubled

to eight per week, and charters

are adding to that, but there

remains a reported 200,000

visa holders currently unable to
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COVID-19 STATUS
India has a total of 3,759,515
cases, of which 797,221 are
active. The country’s young
population, however, has
displayed a high rate of
recovery, with 2,895,846
recovered. There have been
66,448 fatalities, and there are
75,000 new cases and 1,000
deaths daily.

INSURANCE COVERAGE
India currently has no film
insurance coverage tailored for
COVID-19.

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS
Foreign business executives,
healthcare professionals and
technical specialists are
permitted to travel to India,
with a valid visa. There is no
directive on film professionals
at the moment. All are expected
to self-isolate for two weeks.
Each of India’s 36 states and
union territories have different
entry requirements.

WHAT’S SHOOTING?
Some TV shows like Viacom18’s
“Shakti Astitva Ke Ehsaas Ki”
and the Zee Group’s “Ek
Mahanayak Dr. B.R. Ambedkar”
have resumed shooting with
COVID-19 restrictions. One of
the highest-profile shows,
Sony’s “Kaun Banega
Crorepati,” the Indian version of

LATEST NEWS



 period, the rest of New Zealand
entered level two, which is now
where the entire nation remains
until at least Sept. 6. With
ScreenSafe health and safety
protocols largely allowing
filming to continue at various
alert levels, productions like
Wellington-based “Avatar” have
been permitted to continue
without significant disruption
since June.

Foreign production applications
have surged thanks to the
country’s strong filming
infrastructure and effective
virus management, and the
industry looks set to thrive
further thanks to a newly
announced 10-year screen
sector growth strategy,
government funding to aid
COVID-19-recovery and
proposed new production
studios in Christchurch,
Hawke’s Bay and Upper Hutt

RESTRICTIONS IN PLACE
ScreenSafe thoroughly sets out
guidelines for each alert level.
Under the current level two,
large-scale productions can
operate under restrictions such
as health declarations for those
undergoing close interaction,
strict screening of extras and
contactless food service. Crew
are encouraged to maintain a
one-meter distance.

 “Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire,” hosted by Amitabh
Bachchan, newly recovered
from coronavirus, will begin
shortly. Bollywood star Aamir
Khan’s “Laal Singh Chadha,” the
Viacom18 remake of “Forrest
Gump,” has relocated to Turkey,
while “Bellbottom,” starring
Akshay Kumar, Denzil Smith
(“Tenet”) and Adil Hussain (“Life
of Pi”) is shooting in Glasgow.

NEW ZEALAND:

OPEN FOR BUSINESS?
Following a nationwide
lockdown in March,
productions including “Avatar”
and “Power of the Dog”
resumed in June with very few
restrictions and the screen
sector has been booming since.
A new outbreak of the virus in
August, however, saw Auckland
entering a level three lockdown
(level four being the strictest) in
August, though key
international projects based in
the city (such as “Power
Rangers” and Amazon’s “Lord of
the Rings”) were in pre-
production and staff continued
to work from home. During that 
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COVID-19 status
After 102 days of no new
community cases of COVID-19,
a new outbreak was confirmed
in Auckland in August. As of
Wednesday, 149 infections
have been linked to the new
cluster, with 93 still active and
being managed in quarantine.
Cases continue to trickle in at
the border, where they’re also
quarantined.

INSURANCE COVERAGE
A representative for the
Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment tells Variety
that the government is aware of
concerns regarding insurance
for screen productions and is
currently “exploring options” to
assist. The government has also
previously announced recovery
funds to aid projects that were
impacted by COVID-19.

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS
All foreigners must apply for
border exemptions, which are
being granted to those involved
with large-scale productions
injecting significant money and
jobs into the country, such as
“Avatar.” All who enter must
complete (and pay for) two
weeks of hotel quarantine and
test negative for COVID-19
before commencing work.
Domestic travel is operating
normally under level two.

LATEST NEWS



WHAT’S SHOOTING?
“Avatar” has been in production

in Wellington since June. “Lord

of the Rings” and “Power

Rangers” are in pre-production

in Auckland, as well as two

Netflix projects – Robert

Downey Jr’s “Sweet Tooth” and

anime adaptation “Cowboy

Bebop.” Peter Farrelly-helmed

film, “The Greatest Beer Run

Ever,” is in pre-production in

Auckland and Dunedin, but

looking at shifting filming to

2021. The New Zealand Film

Commission confirms a new,

yet-to-be announced

international production has

also just been confirmed for

Wellington.

AUSTRALIA:

Open for business?

The world sat up and took

notice in March when Tom

Hanks was diagnosed with

COVID-19 in Brisbane,

Australia, while prepping Baz

Luhrmann’s Elvis biopic. At least

119 productions had to shut

down or cancel since then, and

the damage to the sector was

estimated to be $2 billion,

according to Screen Producers

 Australia. The country
published COVID-19 safety
guidelines at the end of May.

COVID-19 STATS
Australia has a total of 26,049
cases, of which 3,687 are active.
There have been 678 fatalities.

INSURANCE COVERAGE
The government has announced
a $36.3 million Temporary
Interruption Fund (TIF)
intended to provide support for
productions in the absence of
insurance cover for
interruptions caused by COVID-
19. TIF will provide coverage to
productions for specific events
relating to COVID-19 that occur
during the last two weeks of
pre-production and the period
of principal photography. TIF
coverage for an individual
production is capped at 60% of
the total budget, or $2.9 million,
whichever is less. 

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS
Australia’s borders are closed.
Only Australian citizens,
residents and immediate family
members can travel to Australia.
However, for delivering services
in sectors critical to Australia’s
economic recovery, including
film, media and television
production, where no Australian
worker is available, travel is
allowed. Applications for an
exemption from international 

(inbound/outbound) travel
restrictions to work on screen
productions will be dealt with
separately by the government.
Productions can apply for the
exemption based on ‘critical
skills.’

WHAT’S SHOOTING?
Marvel’s “Shang-Chi and the
Legend of the Ten Rings” has
resumed production in Sydney,
as has “The Bachelor Australia,”
and work has resumed at the
Warner Bros. Village Roadshow
facilities in Coomera,
Queensland, on the Elvis
project. Long running show
“Neighbours” resumed as early
as April after a three-week
hiatus. Though “Thor: Love and
Thunder” will not resume until
early 2021, the Australian
government’s recent $291
million incentive that
complements the existing 30%
budget offset, is bound to
attract high end film and TV
productions. 

SOUTH AFRICA:

OPEN FOR BUSINESS?
International productions are
yet to resume in South Africa, 
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TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS
After the government recently
began allowing domestic flights
for the first time since the start
of South Africa’s lockdown in
March, industry players are
poised for international travel
to resume by October. But as of
press time, no formal
announcement has been made.

COVID-19 STATS
South Africa ranks among the
countries hardest hit by the
coronavirus pandemic, and
currently has the world’s sixth-
highest number of COVID-19
cases, behind the U.S., Brazil,
India, Russia and Peru. The
country has recorded nearly
630,000 cases and more than
14,000 deaths, with 64,000
cases still active.

WHAT’S SHOOTING?
“Around the World in 80 Days,”
an adaptation of the Jules Verne
classic, was forced to halt
production in March, but it’s still
unclear when it will resume.
South Africa’s production
community has remained tight-
lipped about when, and if,
production can restart anytime
soon.

whose borders are still closed
to foreign travelers. Industry
insiders expect international
flights to resume by
October,allowing them to begin
prepping for shoots during the
typically busy summer in the
Southern Hemisphere.
Production of local soaps and
drama series were restarted in
May, allowing the industry to
test its COVID-19 safety
protocols before foreign
production resumes. Leading
production services companies
have also bolstered their
measures to conform with the
protocols observed by
Hollywood trade unions, such
as SAG and the DGA.

INSURANCE COVERAGE
International productions in
South Africa typically use the
same insurers that underwrite
cast insurance and other
common policies globally. Thus
far, there has been no clarity as
to whether they will rewrite old
polices, or draft new ones, to 
cover claims related to COVID-
19. The South African
government has not formally
proposed an indemnity fund,
similar to backstops in the U.K.
and France, to cover
coronavirus-related insurance
claims.

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS
After the government recently 

Source : By Tyler Leigh Vivier, 19 Oct 2020

On Heritage Day this year, the

South African Film Industry

took on the Jerusalema

challenge, at the Cape Town

Film Studios and its the best

one yet! Showcasing the broad

variety of cultures and

creatives ready for the borders

to open and ready for work. 
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SA film industry

take on the

Jerusalema

Challenge in the

most epic way

LATEST NEWS

Gideon Van Schoor

Paul Hampshire

Shaun Verth

Zahir Charlie

Piet Nekhumbe

STUNT TEAM INVOLVED:

Take a look at the epic
Jerusalema challenge!
CLICK HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVgp23G1qRA


teamwork makes the

dream work

BLACK MARKET BRAWL

Keep your eyes open for David Wayne Smith upcoming

action short Black Market Brawl, which includes the talents

of DeVille Van Niekerk, Shane Kruger, Reon Van Der Watt,

Stuart Williamson and Christy Morcos

CLICK HERE for YouTube Link to the First Look

THE ATTIC ONLINE

Stunt Performer Nadine Theron's The Attic Online. An online

platform where South African choreographers break down

their dance moves for you step-by-step so that you can learn

how to dance just like them. The Attic Online is Now

available!

Sign up today for unlimited access to over 30 tutorials in all

different styles of dance. We have embraced our local styles

like Amapiano, House, New School and some Afro Funk as

well as having internationally known genres like Hip Hop,

Jazz and Commercial. 

ALL LEVELS are available and we welcome you to explore

styles you have probably never tried before.

For only R550.00 you get access to all the above. Support

Local and Save the ArtsDance with Us 

Sign up Now - www.the-attic.co.za

Bronwin October
Stuart Williamson
Ian Williamson
Scott Kirkbride
Brandon October
Toni Erasmus
Lana Katz
Ross Van Der Walt
Kabelo Chalatsane
Trevor Frost
Shane Kruger

CALL OF DUTY SHORT FILM
FANMADE

Stunt Performers using the time
away from set to create short films.
An inspired by "Call of Duty Modern
Warfare Warzone" and "Metal Gear
Solid" short by Bronwin October
which recently won the award for
'Best Production' at the
Andromeda Film Festival

CLICK HERE for YouTube Link

Stunt Team Involved:

Get involved and support the performing

arts people!

MEMBER NEWS
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6v34FzOczQ&ab_channel=DavidWayneSmith&fbclid=IwAR2UVXmi-M7O80OlHm-d2aTg6I63rfy8go6_LfXxUd2IwpkAAYxALiidkVE
http://www.the-attic.co.za/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTWVtr6uo18&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2OY0nJ6d-8AS593Vy7fC_emd7aYgcvOSbhBG9BT7xpCTmdOt8QwxeDk5E


Soon to be 3!

Congrats to Daniel

Himschoot & Viktorija Ciric

who are expecting the

arrival of their first born.

Wishing you both all of the

best!

SEPTEMBER
Matthew Wormser - 24

DeVille  Vannik - 28

Gideon van Schoor - 28

Nadine Theron - 30

CONGRATULATIONS

OCTOBER
Malin Kirjonen - 3

Tyrone Dadd - 8

Katja Hopkins - 15

Damian Green - 19

Bronwin October - 26

Scott Kirkbride - 28

MEMBER NEWS
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rigging: wire workshop

NOVEMBER
Gustav Janse van Rensburg - 2

Warren Germishuys - 7

Toni Jean Erasmus - 19

Russ McCarroll - 29

A huge thanks to Travis Paterson & Nathan

Barris for hosting the wire workshop which took

place in September. 

We would also like to thank Pyranha Stunts for

the use of their facilities.

Great fun had by all involved!

Congratulations!

To Heinrich Smith & wife  

on the birth of their baby

boy born 4 November.



Frans Styen

Lana Katz 

Leander Lacey

Melain Hampshire

Mick Milligan

Paul Hampshire

Travis Paterson

Warren Knipe

In light of the current crisis, the SASA Board decided to extend

the SASA membership start date, with membership only

starting again when the crisis has eventually settled and the

work situation has been reassessed. To those who have already

paid, thank you and don’t stress, your membership will be put

on hold and you will still have access to benefits until this time. 

EG: Should things start-up in August 2020. The SASA

membership date will be reset from this date and will run from

August 2020 to the following year August 2021. We will

continue to keep you up to date with any news etc and please

feel free to write in with any questions, concerns or ideas.

Member Pack Collection - Please contact Melain on email or

whatsapp to make arrangements to collect your SASA

Membership Packs.

Frans Steyn

Francois Groenewald

Matt Esof

Toni Jean Erasmus

Nathan Barris

Travis Paterson

Francois Grobbelaar

Joe Spilhaus

Lana Katz

Melain Hampshire

To be finalized so will keep you guys

updated

TRAINING COMMITTEE:

RIGGING COMMITTEE:

MARKETING COMMITTEE:

DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE:
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REMINDERS

THE MARTINI SHOT

SASA BOARD MEMBERS:

committees

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfcr3OCjlfLHxREzd9IF_sYNQWgMPSzp5Z7XwVYWWCGAGC0zQ/viewform


/SASA

THAT'S A WRAP

youtube/sasa SASA admin@sastuntcrew.co.za
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